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ICONIC INNOVATION

Introducing Klipaz - the revolutionary luxury 
brand that's shattering expectations and 
transforming the industry.

With unparalleled futuristic engineering 
and luxe, intuitive design, our tools put 
extraordinary power, precision and 
performance at the forefront of every 
grooming experience.

Elevate your artistry.

Experience iconic innovation. 

Enter the future with Klipaz.



OUR VISION

It is our vision to reimagine the industry and 
unleash creativity and confidence like never 
before by empowering barbers and stylists 
worldwide with the most cutting-edge tools that 
bring their creative visions to life.



OUR MISSION

We're on a mission to revolutionize hair care for 
the next generation of barbers and stylists. Our 
customer - centric approach, futuristic 
innovation and high - quality craftsmanship 
ensures unforgettable experiences that go 
above and beyond expectations. By pushing 
boundaries and creating innovative products, 
we will always solve problems others ignore-
pushing the limits of what's possible in hair 
care.
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SHATTERING EXPECTATIONS

DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
^Powerful magnetic motor

INTELLIGENT INNOVATION
^MOST (Motor speed and torque) 
 Tech

IMPECCABLE CUTTING
^Exceptional quality blades

UNPRECEDENTED POWER
^Premium long-lasting li-po battery

INCREDIBLE EFFICIENCY
^Super-speed USB-C charging
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Elegant 
Ergonomic Design

Premium Aluminum 
Housing
High Quality 
Materials

All day comfort
Special non-slip coating 
Finger Groove

Sophisticated 
Elegance 
Durability 
Flawless finish
High performance plastics 
Motor speed stability tech
Li-po battery

Intuitive functionality. 
Unmatched design.
Relentlessly engineered for 
an elevated experience.



CUTTING -EDGE TECHNOLOGY
CARBON STEEL + DLC COATED BLADES SET

^Sharpness and durability
^Cool and quiet
^Rust and corrosion resistant

 INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
^Consistent motor power
^Heat stability technology

PREMIUM MAGNETIC MOTOR
^High torque
^Cutting versatility
^2 adjustable speeds: 8300 /  10000rpm
^Low noise and vibration



FUTURISTIC EFFICIENCY
PREMIUM LITHIUM-ION POLYMER 
BATTERY

^Up to 3 hours of constant use

FAST CHARGING

^50 mins fast charging

^Dedicated USB-C charging cable

^Elegant charging stand

^Efficient + organized workspace

ADJUSTABLE TAPER LEVER

^From 0.5mm to 3.5mm

^8 Neodymium magnet guards

POWER AND SPEEDS BUTTON

^Easy to adjust

INDICATOR LIGHT

^Charge reminder at a glance
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